Dunstan Thomas Consulting helps
Teleplan to design and code a redeployable
por tal framework for their clients
Overview
Teleplan wanted to put together a branded website for KPN’s customers to
record repairs required as a part of the customer agreement. Teleplan were
responsible for providing backend services, however assistance was required
concerning web design and coding. Having previously worked together,
Teleplan chose Dunstan Thomas due to the seamless communication
between their teams and the ability to deliver the work on time. Dunstan
Thomas proposed a portal framework, capable of being deployed repeatedly
and reliably through re-usable components, conﬁguration ﬁles, globalisation
ﬁles and individual customer branding assets. This included a variety of
modules, including order, quotational and payment modules.

The Situation
The solution in question was not required speciﬁcally for Teleplan, but for
clients of Teleplan, KPN and Telfort. KPN specialise in providing phones for
businesses and professionals. Telfort, a subsidiary of KPN, are not as
focused towards a speciﬁc audience, with the phones available for more
casual use.
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Teleplan had been called in by KPN and Telfort to build
separately branded websites to allow both companies
to offer repair services to customers.
The website needed to include the ability to record
repairs. Teleplan had the backend services covered,
however some assistance was required in the web
design and coding aspects of the project, leading to
Dunstan Thomas to be called in to help with these
tasks.

The Solution
Dunstan Thomas proposed a portal framework, capable
of being deployed repeatedly and reliably through
re-usable components, conﬁguration ﬁles, globalisation
ﬁles and individual customer branding assets. Each
tenant (KPN, Telfort) was separately conﬁgured by
deployment. Each deployment consisted of:
•

Teleplan set Dunstan Thomas the requirement of creating a portal framework which ﬁts in with the branding of
each company. This framework must also be capable of
interacting with the e-TRAC system behind the scenes.
The system was required to be front-end and extensible,
allowing it to be reused for a new public facing offering
if required. Each site needed to be styled and branded
for the appropriate target audience.
Having previously worked together, Teleplan decided
that Dunstan Thomas were “the best ﬁt in the list of
candidates”. As this task included providing a service
for another customer, Teleplan required a company that
could ‘deliver within an allotted time’ so that the service
could be provided to the end consumer on time.

Core Framework Application – Consisting of a
package of assemblies and base views.

•

Core Framework Assets – Primarily
globalisation resources.

•

Tenant Assets (CSS, Images) – To provide
tenant UI/UX.

•

Required Modules – Modules are described
later in this documents.

•

Tenant Conﬁguration ﬁle (web.conﬁg) – To
provide conﬁguration for the portal, and
conﬁguration sections for each module.

For the framework to be extensible, the Microsoft
Composition (MEF 2) was used. This allows a flexible,
module based plug-in architecture, allowing modules to
be loaded simultaneously and for changes to be made
at run time.

Furthermore, both companies hold a common view on a
variety of topics, making the working partnership a good
ﬁt, supplemented by the close proximity of the ﬁrms
which allows easy communication and flexibility in
working habits.
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The framework will provide the following services to the
plug in modules; navigation services, logging services
and resource services. Together, these modules allow
menu options, error and activity logging, and the provision of global resources, such as language ﬁles.
The main framework includes multiple different modules as speciﬁed by Teleplan. As mentioned, the exten-

Technology & Development
The main technology used in this project were:
•

application, .Net offers a scalable rapid
development environment.
•

allow for the core framework to be .Net Core

ules to be loaded should they be required. The modules
tional module, a phone device module, a shipping
module and an iDeal payment module.
The order module is responsible for providing UI views

.Net Core: is a set of runtime, library and
compiler components. Considered so as to

sible nature of the framework allows for additional modrequired by Teleplan include an order module, a quota-

Standard .Net framework 4.6: used to build the

compatible.
•

Model-view controller (MVC)

•

Restful Services

•

Consumers soap services from e-TRAC

•

Bootstrap

to create and track and order, alongside consuming web
services from e-TRAC. The quotation module provides

Client Comment

consumption of the quotation web services provided by
e-TRAC, including a Quotation for repair or a return of
devices after the diagnostics have been changed. The
phone device module provides data to the order module,
providing device lookup through an IMEI number. The
shipping module provides shipping labels upon order
creation, as well as allowing package tracking. The iDeal
payment module contributes a payment solution.

“We couldn’t be happier with the implementation of the
web site design by Dunstan Thomas for our customers
(KPN and Telfort).
Dunstan Thomas provided a professional and flexible
service. As a partnership, the Teleplan and Dunstan
Thomas teams were on the same wavelength from the
beginning and the close working relationship felt like we
were part of same organization. The end product more

To ensure that the framework is designed to be scalable

than met our customer’s expectations.”

to both mobile and tablet, while keeping within the set
guidelines for styling and branding, bootstrap technology was used. Bootstrap a HTML, CSS and JavaScript
framework, used to build responsive, mobile-ﬁrst
projects.

Further comments complimented the support and
availability provided by Dunstan Thomas, alongside the
flexibility to adapt changing requests from both
Teleplan and the end consumer.
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Company Background
Referring to the words of Teleplan:
“Teleplan are an after-market services partner of choice
for leading communications, computer and consumer
electronics and technology companies.
“For more than 30 years, Teleplan has been dedicated to
continuous solutions innovation, flexibility and service
quality so that our customers have access to ﬁrst rate
lifecycle care for their products. For solutions, our
philosophy is to create the most optimized solution
designed around our customers. Teleplan call this
“TELE-MADE”.”
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